
CLUB NEWS AND HIGHLIGHTS

"My team did amazing!!! 14-3  went 3-0 at power league this weekend and had some tough battles that they fought
through to come out on top. Every skill from every player was solid and they showed immense progress individually and

as a team!!" - Coach Kari

Our movement of the week is the sled push. This week we used the sled push
to further reinforce your ability to create a bow and transition energy into a
corner under a load. We have worked for weeks the idea of energy flowing
through the 45-degree pressure wave, that is the bow and corner, now we
are putting all of that hard work together into forward motion. We are
looking for you to land your front foot straight as you push into the sled
creating a bow on this front foot. Ensure your foot pressure is through the
power side of the foot and that as you step forward with the opposite foot
the first foot rotates in transferring power to the ground and causing the sled
to move. We look for that corner formation to be a powerful turn and that
you are not fully stepping then turning the leg. Make sure that we rotate as
we step. The addition of the sled helps in two ways. The first is we add
resistance to the movement to build strength but additionally the lower sled
allows you to lean into the movement creating better angles in the shins and
spine. With this lean we also are looking to see you rock side to side with a
slight rotation in the chest to flow energy all the way through the body. Lets
use the sled push to enhance our efficiency and become better athletes this
week.

TEAM OF THE WEEK Each week we select a team who dug deep and stepped up big
during their tournament and practices throughout the week. 
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Below Coach Mitch talks about the importance of this week's fitness

focus movement. A movement we focus on in the gym and why it is

so important that we do! You can find the demonstration in the MP4

file or talk to your fitness coach! 

Movement Of The Week

14U SELECT TEAM

Sled Push Movement

WATCH FULL VIDEO HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6JCVzSNdzA
https://youtu.be/nOcHU7mkj04


Aubrey Vanderhoof
14U

Finger Jams: this occurs when the ligaments of a joint, the knuckles in the fingers, are injured. They are usually
overstretched ( 1st degree sprain) However, they could also be torn partially (2nd degree sprain) or torn completely (3rd
degree sprain). This occurs from hard force being applied directly to the tip of the finger.   This can occur from the tip of
the finger having direct contact into the ground while sliding or diving, into the ball, or while colliding directly into a
player 
Finger Dislocations: this occurs when the joint of a finger (knuckle) is moved out of place due to rapid and direct
oncoming force. The ligaments making up the joint are forced outside their normal position from being moved outside
the normal range of motion. They become deformed as a result.  Therefore, the bone of the finger sticks out to the side
in an odd fashion. 
1.Finger Tendon Tears: this occurs when there is rapid oncoming force directly to the finger. Remember, tendons
connect bones and muscles together. Usually, this happens when receiving a ball in sports. This causes the finger to be
rapidly jerked and pulls the tendons so quickly that it rips from the bone. However, it may also occur when grabbing onto
an unstable, moving object. The finger gets pulled without any control, and the tendon tears.  
1.Finger Fractures/Breaks: this occurs when force rapidly and directly hits the bone only. The entire bone may break
going across, or it may not go all the way across. It may be as small as only a crack (hairline fracture), or there may be
actual separation of bone. 

Common Finger Injuries
1.

2.

3.

4.

Preventing Finger Injuries 
·Practice proper timing and proper form when performing skills and drills during practice and game-time
·See the ball into your body and as you make contact (follow and track it the entire time!)
·Pay attention to the entire play as it unfolds to ensure proper timing and proper positioning, have a plan!
·Communicate with your team to ensure the precision and accuracy of plays, while avoiding unnecessary collisions
·Stretch the wrist and fingers before practice and games
·Strengthen the wrist and fingers! For your wrist: Flexion, Extension, Pronation, Supination (very light dumbbells and bands
for resistance) Fingers: Stress Ball, Grippers, Rick Bucket Work 

Morgan Hubbell
14U

"Mary Alice made

incredible strides

and set the best

she has all season.

She was incredibly

coachable and

consistent and put

our hitters in great

situations to

execute an

offense!" 

 Coach Kari

"Jocelynn is usually the

quietest one on the

court but Saturday she

lead her team by being

so vocal. The team

needed a positive

energy on the court

and she took charge!

She also had an

amazing serving day

with multiple aces. It

was her best day of

play so far this season!"

- Coach Dayna 

PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Mary Alice Lynch 
14 U

"Aubrey played

great defensively

and stepped up to

make a lot of great

offense plays as

well to keep our

team in the game!"

-Coach Mollie
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Cori Kozlowski
15U

"Cori had an

incredible defensive

day Saturday. She

took charge and did

everything she could

to make sure she got

every ball up. Her

serve receive was

incredible! I’m so

proud of Cori and

love watching her

improve every game!"

Coach Dayna

Jocelynn Jondro
14U

Good luck to all players and coaches competing this weekend! Check back next week for another
newsletter and more great updates from all of us here at LevelUp! 
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"Morgan truly

fought for her

team this weekend

and took every role

seriously She

stepped into her

setter position with

ease and

commanded the

court!"

-Coach Olivia

Injury Prevention Tips with Coach Emma 


